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by Pat Lewis
News editor
Rosa Parks, Martin Luther King and Malcolm X
are names that would invoke powerful actions of civil rights into the heart of society. These activists have
passed, but their example must continue in each
generation.
Last Friday Central students and community
members gathered downtown to protest racial and
ethnic discrimination. The group, organized by Juli-

ette Palenshus, president of the Progressive Stident
Union, had thirty members in the 5 p.m. demonstration, and closer to 40 at the 9:30 p.m. one. ·
"I feel like we were successful in bringing awareness to Central students and comm,unity members
about diversity in Ellensburg," Palenshus said.
The demonstration was in cooperation with the
Black Student Union. Perry Lomax and Tanisha
Davis, co-presidents of the BSU were pleased with
the outcome, but aren't stopping there.
"We're going to keep doing this until we get a

Tieh Pai Chen/Observer
public apology. We're going to keep progressing and
hopefully get a larger and larger crowd," Lomax said.
"In 2005 ignorance is not an excuse," said Yoko
Kan, post-baccaluariate education. "Disrimination
will not be tolerated in this community."
Police were on hand to enforce the noise code
and ensure the participants were not loitering.
Palenshus said the PSU currently plans to hold
more similar events but times and dates have not
been set. The BSU has planned to hold another
demonstration this Friday.
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Diversitv
demonstration

"I think we made quite an impact on the
community crowd. We turned away a lot of
[StarlightJ business at the five o'clock
protest."
Photos by Tieh-Pai Chen/ Observer

-- Perry Lomax, BSU co-president about the downtown
protest last Thursday.

Acre of water under new SUB nroiect
by Jon Mentzer
Staff reporter
'

.

'

Wildcat Water h·as been-drained
from the scene, but the wat.er underneath the new SUB/REC building
remains where it was revealed.
When the site was first planned,
construction manager Bill Vertrees
speculated there might be water
underground. The only surprise was
the amount of water that was found.

Originally there was a suspected
25 gallons per minute being distributed, but now there is 55 gallons. The
water is 10 feet deep and an acre
long, and is so far determined to be
surface water.
With the final days of construction
nearing, the question that arises is
whether there are any dangers with
that much water under the building.
"We've engineered it to set on this
soil," Vertrees said. "The structure is

fine and it won't hurt the project."
The reason why there was talk
over Wildcat Water was the reason
that if the water would stay at the level it is at, then Central could use it as
a product and sell it. The water is
clean and is known to be potable.
Vertrees said there could be beneficial use for the water if it proves to
have a well life.
"It's nobody's water," said Jeff
Rosenberry, vice president for Stu-

dent Life and Facilities. "There is no
permit for the water."
Vertrees and company are waiting
until March or April to determine
whether the water is a natural spring
and how much is being drained.
Until then, the water will be
directed through the Ellensburg storm
system and into a dry creek east of
the SUB/REC that is usually used for
excess rain or snow. The creek will
then dump into Wilson Creek.
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Friendship torms through communitv mentoring
by Rachel Thomson
Staff reporter

Katherine Chang is tall, thin and has
straight jet-black hair. Her dark, almondshaped eyes are a part of to the 22-year-old
Central Washington University student's
Asian heritage.
Ashley Coppin, 14, has a face sprinkled
with freckles. Her shoulder-length orange
hair spills onto her purple Hello Kitty T-shirt.
She wears bright, rainbow-striped sneakers
to Morgan Middle School every day.
Despite their contrasting physical characteristics, they are drawn together by a
unique friendship. Both participate in the
Youth Services of Kittitas County's mentor
program. The non-profit organization
recruits volunteers for various activities with
area youth. Chang, who is also the program's coordinator, has been Coppin's
mentor since July and said her experiences
as a mentor have been rewarding.
"It's a genuine relationship," Chang
said. "I feel I gain a whole lot. It's amazing
how much information middle school students know these days."
Chang is one of four people actively
serving as a mentor. According to the program director, Stan Bassett, the number of
active mentors can fluctuate, but on average he sees about 11 to 14 mentors per
year. Bassett also said the Youth Services
Center, located on Third Street in Ellensburg, serves between 150 to 200 students
per year, some of whom are also mentees.

'We want to provide a place for kids to
come and relate to positive role models,"
Bassett said. "If we have one kid happier
when they leave here, we've done our job
for the day."
Chang first discovered the mentor program from an advertisement on the Central
Web site. Chang has always been interested
in being involved in any community of
which she finds herself a part.
"I realized that I am at an age that I'm
open to new inspirations and ideas," Chang
said. "It's refreshing for me to have that kind
of exchange an interaction."
Chang gives credit to the mentor program for that opportunity. And that's how
she met Coppin.
Both Chang and Coppin filled out personality profiles to get started in the program. It turns out both had an interest in
poetry, so Chang decided to send an e-mail
to Coppin before they ever met face-tofac~. The e-mail included a poem titled
"Sometimes," which was written by a girl
around Coppin's age and published in the
famous "Chicken Soup for the Soul" series.
The two started corresponding and a bond
was formed.
"I was happy when I got an e-mail from
[Coppin],"Chang said. "She's actively taking an initiative and it made me feel
touched in a way. It was kinda cool to have
a new friend."
Coppin's school counselor recommended she enroll in the program, but she
admitted she was a bit apprehensive.

taring activity gave her
"First I was
opportunities to demonthinking, 'I really
don't want to do
strate the skills she
this,"' Coppin said.
learned im psychology
"But as I got to
classes.
know [Chang] I
"In school I learn a lot
of theories, research conthought this might
be pretty cool."
ducted by other scholars,"
Chang said. "I need to
Chang was born
and raised in Taiexperience it. Those
wan. She attended
things you really can't
Ta-ren, an alllearn in a book."
Chang added mentorfemale Catholic
ing has helped her conhigh school until the
age of 16. She
firm her career choice of
desired to study in
working with children.
the West, so she left
"It's a good feeling
Taiwan to attend
that I can be accepted
Mentor College, a
with someone else who
high school in
isn't in my age group,"
Toronto, Canada.
Chang said. "It's nice to
She
ultimately
have someone older and
Marty Maley/Observer
wanted to get an
with experience, but
education in the Katherine Chang (right) volunteers to be a mentor for the Youth Service
who's also a friend and
United States, but Center. This experience has helped her to confirm her future career.
not an authoritative perstayed in Canada
son. Friendship is possifor a year because
ble."
Chang said attending school in the
the monetary exchange rate was beter. She
The Kittitas County Youth Services CenUnited States is different than in Taiwan, but
finally graduated from John F. Kennedy
ter is looking for volunteers age 20 and over
the exposure to a different culture played a
High School in Seattle. From there, she
to serve as mentors.
part in leading her to becoming a mentor.
applied to, and was accepted at Central.
Ideal candidates must be willing to
She said in Taiwan, it is uncommon for stuShe plans to graduate at the end of winter
make a commitment of two to four hours
dents to have extra-curricular activities or
quarter 2006 with a degree in psychology.
per week over a six-month duration. For
part-time jobs while attending classes, but
She wants to attend graduate school,
more information contact director Stan Basin the United States the hands-on approach
although she is not yet sure where. Her goal
sett at 962-2737 or e-mail Katherine Chang
to learning is encouraged. The extra menat changc@cwu.edu
is to become a children's counselor.

Central ends streak at annual Fifth campus center
open for students
ROTC Ranger Challenge
- by Observer staff

In a competition that was as much
a measure of the will and determination of its competitors as their physical
and mental prowess University _of
Washington, Eastern Washington University, Seattle University and Central
Washington University teams came
together this last weekend for Army
ROTC's Ranger Challenge.
The six-event competition, hosted
this year by Central's Wildcat Battalion, ran each of the teams through a
gauntlet of events that make up what is
considered Army ROTCs varsity sport.
"I like the camaraderie in the
ROTC," said Ryan Jacobson, senior
law and justice major. "The competition helps because you had the summer off and got out of shape, and this
builds you back up."
Soon after the teams arrived Friday
night the competition began with a
written land navigation test.
The next day began with an Army
physical fitness test. That puts Central
in an early lead with UW following
close behind going into a series of
round-robin events which consisted of
an M-16 disassembly/reassembly,
grenade assault course and one-rope
bridge.
Central's male team took both the
M-16 disassembly/reassembly and the
grenade assault course events while
UW's male team won the one rope
bridge competition.
Saturday's final event took the
teams into the hills north of campus
close to Lion's Rock where they completed an exhausting land navigation
course that sent teams scrambling to
points miles away from the finish line
over densely vegetated, rolling terrain.
"The navigation was my favorite
competition, because it's useful and
interesting," said Josh Bowns, senior
Law and Justice major.
At the end of the second day Cen~
tral's men's team was holding a small
lead over the UW, while SU and UW's
co-ed teams fought in a close battle for

their division.
As with most Ranger Challenge
competitions, it would all come down
to Sunday's 10-kilometer road march,
this event is typically less of a march

and more of a mad dash.
While 10 kilometers is a tough distance for the average person wearing
normal running shoes and athletic
clothes, all the competitors were
required to do the event in full battle
dress uniform with combat boots,
rucksack, Kevlar helmet, and all the
other typical soldier battle rattle.
"When we spotted our target
(CWU) just in front of us, our moral
went way up, especially after we
passed them," said Raymond Spade,
senior at the University of Washington.
The final score had University of
Washington's team barely edging out
Central for a title that had been held
by Central for four straight years.
No matter who won, it was obvious by looking into the weary,
exhausted eyes of all who competed
that this day would leave them
stronger and better for their efforts.

time-bound students are those who
can't go to school far from home
because of jobs and family so going
Central Washington University to this campus makes it easier.
has a new campus open for students
"The University understands the
who can't go to the Ellensburg cam- needs of time-bound students," said
pus. The campus is in Des Moines, _ Badgley, "Location is easier for
Wash. According to Margaret Badg- them."
Tuition at CWU-Des Moines is
ley, assistant to the Provost for University Centers and Community Col- the same as the Ellensburg campus.
lege Relations, it has been open since There are no residence halls because
it's considered a "commuter camthe spring of 2005.
The campus is shared with High- pus." Students can obtain a Bacheline Community College, has 26 lor's degree in accounting, business
classrooms and offers three and four administration, early childhood/elehundred level classes. Students com- mentary education, law and justice
plete their Associate's Degree at the and general studies social sciences.
community college and then go to Masters degrees can be obtained in
the university center to complete master teacher, engineering technology and educational administration.
their Bachelor's or Master's.
Six-hundred-twenty students curThe University Center Web site
rently attend the 83,000 sq. ft. cam- says there are a total of five satellite
pus in Des Moines. Th.ose students campuses. Those campuses are in
are full-time equivalent students. Stu- Wenatchee, Yakima, Moses Lake,
dents who attend this campus are Pierce County and the new Des
time-bound students. Badgley said Moines campus.
by Kelly Hines
Staff reporter
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Going abroad is easier than vou think GEAR UP
by Charlene Krentz
Staff reporter

scholarships help pay for this, too.
McCarthy said that any students
wishing to apply for programs must
fill out the online and printed applications and submit a transcript and
personal essay about why they want
to study abroad and what they hope
to learn while attending another
school.
The study abroad Web site advises that students who are thinking
about participating in the program
should plan for it early in their academic career to make sure that the
program and the credits fit in with
their degree plans.
Students are also encouraged to
seek counseling from an adviser
who specializes in the region they
are interested in visiting.
According to the Web site, "The
cost of study abroad or exchange
varies greatly by program, location
and length of stay."
There are at least three fees: an
application fee of $50, a concurrent
enrollment fee of $175 per quarter
and a program fee that varies
depending on where a student goes.
The concurrent enrollment fee is
in addition to the program fee for
the school abroad. There are also
fees that apply only to certain programs.
"We try to keep [the cost of the
programs] close to the cost of Central as possible," said Heather Barclay Hamir, director of the Study
Abrqad and Exchange Programs.
Hamir said 550 students from
Central participated in both study
abroad and the exchange programs
last year.
From what she observed, the students who study abroad come back
with more independence, more confidence and a better idea about what
they want to do with their Iives.

They're all over campus: brightcolored flyers encouraging students
to spend some time studying in a
foreign country. Doing so may not
be as hard as you think.
Katie McCarthy, the study abroad
adviser who specializes in the
Africa, Asia, Central America, Canada, Mexico and the National Student Exchange Programs, said one
of Central' s best kept secrets is that
financial aid, loans, grants and
scholarships can pay for the expenses of studying abroad. The application process isn't a pain either.
"It's a lot of papers, but it was
really easy," said Rebekah O'Gara,
senior, French and Spanish education major. O'Gara has been in two
study abroad programs in France.
According to Central 's Study
Abroad and Exchange Program Web
site, a Central student can visit over
45 countries and get credit for the
classes they take while overseas that
can be applied toward the student's
major or minor.
In most programs, taking a second language isn't required since
many of the programs are taught in
English.
McCarthy said that the direct
enrollment programs do require that
applicants speak the language of the
country they are visiting because
they will be taking classes at one of
that county's universities.
The National Student Exchange
Program involves students from
Central changing schools with students who go to any of the 110 universities in the program located in
the United States, Puerto Rico,
Guam and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
Financial aid, loans, grants and

works tor
students'
tutu res
by Ella Bowman
Staff reporter

Stephen Ellis/Observer

From left to right: Kelly Poppen, Harmony DeFazio and Katie McCarthy.
Kelly is a program assistant for the program, Harmony's specialization is ·
Europe, and Katie words with the National Student Exchange
·
Harmony Defazio, Study
Abroad advisor who specializes in
the Europe Program, also · thinks
there are some positive aspects to
studying abroad.
"When students go abroad,
their perspective of the world is
changed because they are living in a
new environment and cu-lture,"
Defazio said.
Defazio added that having international experience fosters personal growth, academit;: experience and
professional
development.
McCarthy said the reason employers
want people who have studied
abroad is because it shows that the
applicants are willing to try some-

thing new and are flexible. Employers are interested in the broadened
perspectives and skills students
acquire after being overseas. Only 1
percent of university students study
abroad.
"Start planning now, go whenever you can and don't be scared of it
costing too much,"O'Gara said.
If you are interested in studying
abroad, you can get more information on the study abroad website at
http://www.cwu.edu/-studyabroad
or call the International Center at
963-3612.
You can also attend one of the
many information sessions held
throughout the year.
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GEAR UP (Gaining Early Awareness and Readiness for Undergraduate Programs), a grant program affiliated with Central Washington University, is embarking on a new term
this year that will stretch from 2005
to 2011. With a recently received
$4,776 million grant to distribute to
its several partners, GEAR UP's plans
are expansive; over the next six years,
1,478 students from grades six
through 12 will be given college-age
role models and creative opportunities to explore in cultures, technologies and academic skills that have
been previously limited within their
communities.
Julie Guggino, administrator of
research and sponsored programs at
Central said the main objectives of
GEAR UP are improving and accelerating students' academic achievement, increasing students', parents'
and theachers' knowledge about college and enhance teachers' skills to
help students become academically
college-ready.
As a U.S. Department of Education partnership grant organization,
GEAR UP provides funding to
numerous partners: the Northwest
Learning and Achievement group,
the Bridges project, Wenatchee Valley Community College and the Secondary Education for Migrant Youth
(SEMY). These programs will use
their respective portions of the grant
to enrich seven school districts on the
east slope of the Cascade Mountains:
Manson, Lake Chelan, Brewster,
Bridgeport, Omak, Tonasket and
Oroville. These schools are mainly
populated with poor students, some
of whom are migrants, Colville
Native Americans, Hispanics or
those who speak English as a second
language.
The new grant's first year will provide services to 995 sixth and seventh grade students in the distant
school districts. The following year,
an additional sixth grade class will be
integrated into the curriculum. Students will be involved with GEAR
UP through the course of their high
school years, so a sustainable
atmosphere of college-awareness
and preparation will linger well after
the term expires.
The Northwest Learning and
, Achievement group (N.L.A.) based in
Wapato, recruits tutors to work with
students and to supply students and
parents with yearly age-appropriate
college planning tutorials.
Bridges trains Central students to
help middle and high school students enrich their math, writing and
technology skills by integrating college-aged mentors into junior high
and high school settings.
SEMY, located in Sunnyside,
supplies bilingual tutors for migrant'
students who commonly attend
schools both inside and outside
Washington state and who need
assistance in devising strategies to
keep track of their schooling. On top
of campus visits and higher learning
activities, Wenatchee Valley Com-
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Ora• available tor
Sbldent-led research
by Megan Hansen
Staff reporter

A wide variety of grants are available for Central Washington University students giving these students the
opportunity to go to other countries, create their
own
projects,
or
research issues related
to their major.
There are currently
76 grants in effect on
campus right now, Julie
Guggino,
research
administrator in the
graduate studies and
research
department
said.
The office of International Studies and Programs is giving out
grants ranging from
$1,500 to $5,000 to students interested in Asian
studies. Some of the
highlighted grants are
research travel grants for
students wishing to
study within the United
States using museums,
libraries and other materials. As well as grants
providing short-term travel to Japan;
there are also grants designed to provide workshops and courses to
improve teaching languages and pedagogy, grants for proposed seminars
relating-to Japanese studies.
There are grants available to graduate students who would like to take
their work abroad or who are working
on their thesis, project or portfolio
option. Also there are grants available
to those who submit a proposal for a
project they would like to start.

Gearon
iump
...,.. continued from 3

munity College will offer courses in ESL, ABE
(Adult Basic Education) and GEDs, as well as
computer classes for parents, whom GEAR
UP accommodates in addition to junior high
and high school students.
"If parents are increasing their own education, they are going to be supportive of
their children's education as well," Beverly
Vifian, director of the 2002-2007 GEAR UP
term said.
GEAR UP's current term at Central,
which has been operating since 2002 and
will end in 2007, caters to students in the
Highland, Othello, Prosser, Royal City and
Wahluke districts.
While there are many programs in America designed to provide guidance to single or
small groups of students, the GEAR UP program reaches out to a wider range of children
and adolescents, as~isting entire grades at a
time as opposed to just individual students
plucked from a few random classrooms.
Vifian said that children feel a familiarity
with the assistance that GEAR UP offers
because there are over 300 GEAR UP programs across the United States, and twelve of
those in Washington alone.
"All of. the directors collaborate with
each other to make an impact statewide
instead of just in small communities," Vifian
said.
The intermingling of college students
teaching younger students and parents teaching parents is designed to encourage people
of all ages to gather the academic information and support that they need in order to
gain an optimistic and confident view of
how they can attain higher education.

In the College of Business there is
a research grant award program in
which $2,000 to $4,000 is given to
students who propose an independent research project.
"I wasn't even aware that there
were grants offered
in my field," said
Justin Waldron, junior business administration major. "lt s
nice to know that
now."
These
grants
aren't highly publicized, but can easily
be found on the
Central website by
typing in "grants" in
the search box.
"I think they
should publicize
these grants more so
students know their
availability," Shannen Wilson, sophomore law and justice major said.
All these different grants have various requirements
and deadlines. In
some cases you
must be a graduate student or be
working on your PhD.
There are many options avai Iable
to students; it s just a matter of finding and making sure you qualify for
them.
For more information on grants
available students may contact the
Office of International Studies and
Programs or the Graduate Studies
and Research office. Students may
-also find grants by asking in their
department office.
1

1
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The Wendy's Restaurant will be opening around the first of the year and will be located on South Canyon
Drive. The fast-food chain had to "blend in" with the look and feel of the rest of the downtown Ellensburg

Finallv, aFrostv tor evervone
by Sean McPherson
Staff reporter

Jr. Bacon Cheeseburgers and o'nedollar chili. Until recently, Ellensburg
had to go without these food favorites.
Wendy's is now coming to Ellensburg. The chain of restaurants known
for its burgers and Frosties alike will be
located at 1510 Canyon Drive.
David Wheeler, executive director
of the Economic Development Group
and member of the Landmarks and
Design Commission, said Wendy's
should be open and serving food
around the first of the year and is
already under construction.
Opening the restaurant chain in
Ellensburg is a pleasant surprise for
many people.
"I always thought they should get a
Wendy's here," Zach Voigt, sophomore
undeclared major, said. Of the foods
Wendy's offers, Voigt especially looks

forward to the Jr. Bacon Cheeseburgers
and chicken nuggets.
In order for Wendy's to settle into
Ellensburg, they had to go through the
Landmarks 'and Design Commission.
The Commission reviews many business elements, including the look and
placement of the building. While this
may seem like Wendy's has to change a
lot about itself in order to get into
Ellensburg, Wheeler said it's more of a
negotiation process - one which
Wendy's had a relatively easy time
with.
"The design and review group isn't
as hard-nosed as the reputation seems
to be," Wheeler said.
Wheeler said the reason behind
many codes and policies of the board is
to help new businesses blend in with
the characteristics of Ellensburg.
"The economy is a lot better than
what people give credit for," Wheeler
·said. Wendy's entrance into Ellensburg

is not only a sign of a good economy,
but its location is good for other businesses as wel I.
Wheeler said businesses follow a
similar structure as the "Core." The
"Core," or downtown Ellensburg, is
where businesses are concentrated.
Having business concentrated in one
place, defuses costs of infrastructures
like roads and pipelines. It also gives
people a centralized location for their
needs, as well as increase competitfon.
While Wendys isn't exactly in the
"Core," it is located near many other
restaurants, atributing to the philosophy
of concentration.
Students who frequently eat off of
campus, like Tyler Lawrence, sophomore undeclared major, have more to
look forward to. Lawrence, who eats off
campus twice a week, is looking· forward to Wendy's coming into town.
"It's a good place; I like their
Frosties," Lawrence said.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m.
Monday the week of publication,
must be typed, less than 300 words
and must include your name and
phone number. Only one letter a
month will be accepted from an individual. Anonymous letters will not be

Some people
claim that race
isn't an issue in
today's society.
Some people
claim they are
tolerant of others' differences.
Some people
claim the moon
Allison
is made out of
White
cream cheese.
Editor-in-Chief Obviously that
last one isn't
true, but unfortunately the others are
equally false. Today we can't really
say that race isn't an issue, because
there are many situations where it is
still evident.
Last Friday there was a student
protest held on Pe_arl Street nearThe
Starlight Lounge. Two things should
stick out in that sentence: student,
protest - words you don't associate
with Central Washington University.
These students gathered together
to protest discrimination: prejudicial
outlook, action, and treatment. These

students should be commended for
their actions, because they are publicly fighting for something that the
majority believes has been abolished.
They should be commended because
instead of letting the moment pass
them by, they stood up and acted.
They are not apathetic, and they are
openly trying to make a difference in
our community by displaying their
opinion on a matter that should not
be ignored.
These students should also be
commended because they are a dis- ·
play of diversity. At the protest on Friday there were members from the
Progressive Student Union, the Black
Student Union, MEChA -- Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan (Chicano Student Movement of Aztlan),
the Native American program AISES
(American Indian Science & Engineering Society) and there were also
students without affiliation to any
organization, who simply wanted to
show their support and their opinion.
The collaboration and cooperation
between all the groups and students

deserves recognition because on this
campus there is not nearly enough
unity. These students found a common opinion, formed a coalition and
expressed that opinion, which is

OJSERVANCE
Raise your voice and
break the tension
highly commendable.
But the realization needs to be
made that this protest was a long-time
coming, and these students finally
acted upon the situation. The situation is the tension and strain that
plagues members of our campus and
the Ellensburg community. For shoddy reasons, some community members do not appreciate us college students, and they discriminate against
us. However, the situation also works

plan was to sleep four
to a room to save on
hotel costs. Instead,
two of us shared a
room. Food and taxi
expenses that I didn't
plan on added to the
budget for a cancelled ,
home immediately." Easier
conference.
said than done. Three other
I am frustrated by
classmates, our faculty advithe lack of a decision
Alison
Paine
sor and I were either al ready
until less than 24 hours
Staff reporter
in Florida or on the way.
before the conference.
One student was able to go
Many other students
home that day when he got
were in the same posia voicemail message on his layover in
tion we were. The explanation I heard
Houston. The rest of us were not so
from two PRSSA committee members
lucky.
for the late notification is that the
I scrambled to find a flight home on board of directors could not meet until
another airline. I ended up having to
Thursday. What ever happened to telepurchase a $2 78 one-way ticket at my
conferencing or videoconferencing?
expense. There were other expenses
Aside from that, the planning comthat I had not planned for. Our original
mittee could've planned for the hurri-

Welcot1te to Miat1ti!
Oops just kiddit1g ...
Last Wednesday I took a red-eye
flight to Miami for the Public Relations
Student Society of America (PRSSA)
national conference. Students from all
of over the United States and some students from neighboring countries were
to attend. I arrived in Miami Thursday
morning to stay with my grandparents
then go to the conference on Friday.
Instead, I received a phone call Thursday afternoon saying the conference
was cancelled due to the potential hurricane.
An on line press release from PRSSA
said to "make arrangements to return
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in reverse as some students discriminate against the community members. The tension felt between campus and community breeds intolerance and feeds discrimination. Until
that tension can be
broken the trends
will persist, yet
there isn't a strong
hand to sever that
tension.
Though the students chose to
protest in front of
The Starlight
Lounge, the reality
is that there is discrimination all over
our community and the protest could
be held almost anywhere. I'm certain
that many remember when the casino
was under different ownership and
the sign out front read "Happy Birthday Robert E. Lee" on Martin Luther
King Jr. day. Some individuals refused
to see the implication of this gross
statement, seemingly oblivious to the
obvious idea being conveyed.
Here in the present, being oblivi-

cane much earlier. First, they knew
when they planned the conference it
would be during the hurricane season
in an area that gets hit by hurricanes
more often than not. Secondly, it was
well known that this hurricane season
was one of the worst on record. Finally,
the committee was lucky to have had
the time they did before the arrival of
the hurricane. At one point hurricane
Wilma lingered in the Gulf of Mexico
at three miles-per-hour, considerably
slower than most hard-hitting hurricanes.
Public relations professionals are
supposed to be good at planning and
crisis management. The group that
organized the conference had no
apparent contingency plan. The decision to cancel should have been made
at least 48 hours in advance or the conference should have gone on to the
best of their abilities.
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for length, style, grammar and libel.
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Observer, Central Washington
University; observer@cwu.edu or by
fax to (509) 963-1027.

ous can't be used as an excuse anymore. All of us should be past trying
to make excuses for other people's
intolerance. In today's society intolerance is unacceptable, discrimination
is unacceptable and racism is unacceptable. There is no reason that individuals should judge others based on
outward appearance or further, treat
them differently because of it.
The students at the protest came
together to voice an opinion and
show that there can be unity across
races, cultures and backgrounds.
They showed that there can be tolerance in our community. Most of all
they showed that student voices can
still speak out and people will listen.
On Friday at 5:00 and 9:30 p.m. there
are demonstrations planned by BSU
and I can only hope that there will be
twice as many people there so the
message can be heard twice as loud
and make twice the difference.
Allison White is the Editor-in-Chief
and she can be contacted at
whiteal@cwu.edu

In PRSSA's defense, Scott Iwata,
national PRSSA president and alum of
Central Washington University, had his
hands tied and full. He and I coincidentally booked the same flight home
from Miami. He said the PRSSA board
could not live with themselves if even
one person was injured due to the hurricane. I can understand where he is
coming from, but to me such late
notice of the cancellation is bad PR.
In the big picture, this dilemmc: ls
very small compared to the problems
that the residents of Florida are facing.
And as much as I am frustrated with the
events of last weekend, the PRSSA
committee and Scott Iwata did the best
they could with the cards they were
dealt. It was a very difficult decision to
call off the conference. PRSSA lost a lot
of money by doing so. As ofTuesday,
the conference is listed as postponed
on the PRSSA websitr.
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NO COMMENf

Wellington's Wildfire

Pat Lewis/ Observer

Apparently our local Taco Bell wants to warn our Spanish speakers against cops
instead of giving them the opportunity to make complaints like they give Anglos.

Letters to the Editor
Cot11t11Ut1ity t11et11bers
grateful for kit1d
studettts
My friends and I would like to thank the
music students that were at the Harlem Gospel
Choir Concert.
As a student event, Central students were let
into the concert hall first, as it should be.
There were a lot of us community neighbors
who also came to hear the concert. Soon it was
standing room only, even as more chairs were
being brought in.
My group was sitting in the last two rows center back, and some of our friends in their 50s and
60s were standing behind us.
The students around us all decided to give up
their seats so that the older people could sit
down. (Little did they know that these 11 ole 11
boomers were going to stand and rock the house·
down later)
Thank you young ladies and gentlemen who
gave us your seats. You would make your momma proud!

Judy McNeil
Sharon Hull
dining services

Studettts express
- - ... - -

---.......__ .-.._.._~ [4-.._~
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Recently I was interviewed by Kelly Hines
about my participation in the National Science
Foundation Research Experience in China program . Once the article was printed I felt that
what I said was taken out of context. For
instance, I never implied that I would not have

0

s

Peter Ewaida
Senior
history major

I was very upset to read my comments printed
in an article by Kelly Hines about the National
Science Foundation Research Experience in China program. I feel that I was completely misrepresented by your reporter.
While I did mention tha~ the program was
physically exhausting, I did not say that I "didn't

My comments were taken out of context in
order to generate non-existent complaints. In
fact, my experience in China was wonderful and
I feel very lucky to have had the opportunity to
participate in the program.

Mikelle Charlebois
Senior
history and anthropology major

.
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been completely satisfied with the program or
that I would not go on the trip again. When I
spoke about how helpful this would be in my
future career, I did not suggest that I went on the
trip solely to better my r~sume. The questions
that were asked were very basic and and there
was no follow up. The reporter did not try to
engage me in conversation about the trip or
attempt to understand my overall view of the program.
It has been a life-long dream of mine to be a
part of a program like this, which helps to create
a positive change in the world. I think this is an
amazing program and I completely enjoyed
every aspect of it. It changed my perspective on
the world and helped me focus my own personal
goals.
Thank you for this opportunity to clarify my
comments.

like a few things about the trip." Ms. Hines did
not ask me what I thought of the program. As she
_____d~id not know my opinion, she should not have

week's China story

e

Read the Observer ON-LINE!
www.cwu.edu/
-observer
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Pat Le wis/ Observer

Top: One Central student pies another in the
face during the fun and

Middle: A student
sprays lighter fluid on
Wellington's Wildfire
last Thursday. The
wildfire was a success,
gathering students,
faculty and
administrators for food
and festival fun.
Left: Cheerleaders rally
during the parade prior
to Wellington's
Wildfire. The parade
included the Alumni
Association firetruck
"The General" and
wound through campus
to announce the bonfire.
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Cet1tral takes a trip with 'f he Foreigt1er ~
by Lacey Stanton
Staff reporter

about it both Clementi and Caul thought it best not to reveal too much as they
thought it an integral part of the script.
Ryan Holmberg, senior performance major takes on the role of Charlie Baker,
Nonstop hilarity, a cast of intriguing characters, a mysterious trap door and a the notorious "foreigner" in the film. This is a new role for him as he is most frecouple good morals are just a few reasons to go see "The Foreigner." Opening quently cast as the villain, Holmberg said.
tonight, and playing through Nov. 5, "The Foreigner" is a comedy about a group
"This has been absolutely amazing," Holmberg said. "I have always been the
, of characters in the Appalachian Mountains of North Carolina. Charlie Baker, the villain and now I am the subdued good guy. It's definitely my most challenging
"foreigner," has a tremendous fear of making conversation with strangers. To help, role."
Charlie's friend "Froggy" introduces him as a non-speaking foreigner, and by
Being involved in a production like this one has more challenges than just
doing so Charlie finds out about sinister plans and devastating revelations made learning a character, according to everyone involved in the show. It takes months
by the other characters in town.
to design the scene, finish sound and lighting and finalize the costumes. Design
Written by Larry Shue, "The Foreigner" is appealing because of its intriguing of the set began spring quarter and cast rehearsals started long before most stucharacters, simple plot and complicated, yet comical, scenes. It's contemporary dents were back in Ellensburg for fall classes. The actual construction of the set
and very easy to follow, said Albie Clementi, senior scenic design and technical started the first day of school and took almost a month to complete.
directing major.
As in other major projects this one too has had its glitches. Sarah Peterson,
"It is a story with meaning, delivered in an easy-to-swallow way," Clementi senior theatre major and sound designer for the play, has dealt with three separate
said. "It's one of the best plays to come out in the last 30 years."
sound computer crashes. One of her most recent tasks included making a sound
One of the most exciting things about this show is that all the designs are done effect for a car explosion.
by students, said both Leslee Caul, director of marketing and development for the
"At mv other school we a<;<;i<;tPcJ the nrnfi::..i;:cnrc ; .. d .... :-~ --c:--- .~L· " • •
• -·~'"'"" d.
~lUUCll(irurrrrvergre~n ;)Idle L011ege. ''t-acu1ty 11ere puts you to
department of thP.atrP ;:artt; ;;and Ui.rh<>,,.J I c-:...L ~ '
.---- -·
the test and lets you do your thing."
the play.
Along with being almost completely student run, it is a great script, Smith
Along with completing the sound for the play, Peterson is also a scene shop
said.
employee and helped build the set.
"I laughed out loud when I read it [the script]," Smith said. "I think it sparked
"The Foreigner" is recommended for audiences 13 years and older.
imagination and really got my blood flowing. It's got good morals, heart, guts and
Performances of "The Foreigner" are at 7 p.m. on Oct. 27 and Nov. 3, at 8
a serious message."
p.m_. on Oct. 28-29 and Nov. 4-5 and at 2 p.m. on Oct. 30 in the Milo Smith
The set, designed by Clementi and built by him and his crew, places the actors Tower Theatre. Tickets are $12 general admission, $10 for senior citizens and $8
in a replica of a log cabin, complete with table and chairs, a wood stove and a for students. All Oct. 30 matinee tickets are $8. Tickets are also available for purCoca-Cola ice chest.
chase on line at www.cwu.edu/-theatre!tix.
"I wanted to go 3-D in this space," Clementi said. "I want people to see it [the
The box office is open from noon to 6 p.m. weekdays and one hour prior to
set], pay attention to it, and then forget about it and get involved in the play."
each performance. Tickets can also be purchased by phone with VISA or MasterThere is also a mysterious trap door somewhere on the set but when asked Card. For tickets or information call the box office at 963-1774.
uan;:>lCI
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Paul Coleman/Observer
(left to right) Dan Zertuche (in arms), Colin Stewart, Rudy Schuephach, Christina
Welch (in arms), Mandy Harter, Isaiah Crowson and Rose Kinne (on back) during
a rehersal.

by Paul Coleman
Staff reporter

At 8 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 29 in
Club Central, they will be performing
for those who were affected by the hurricanes, literally. Every dollar they earn
that night at the box office will go
directly to the hurricane relief fund .
In times when people need to laugh
and forget their problems, a funny
movie or hanging out with friends usually does the trick. There are other
methods for achieving laughter, ·and for
seven Central Washington University
students, improv comedy is it.
After joining an independent afterschool improv group and becoming
better accustomed to improv, several
students broke off from the group.
Dan Zertuche, senior theatre per'tormance major; Colin Stewart, senior
marketing education major; Mandy
Harter, senior elementary education
major; Christina Welch, junior theatre
performance major; Rose Kinne, senior
theatre performance· major; Isaiah
Crowson, senior theatre performance

major; and Rudy Schuepbach, junior
theatre performance major, make up
the seven players of High Impact.
High Impact started in the residence
halls in winter quarter 2003 . They averaged an audience of six people every
week. The next year they moved their
comedy troupe to Kamola Hall where
their weekly average increased to 75
people. By the end of the year, they
moved to Club Central because of the
expanding numbers.
Each of the players in High Impact
brings something completely different
to the playing stage. They are determined not to be like the other improv
groups or television shows people may
have seen, because they want the audience to enjoy something new and be
able to laugh and enjoy themselves.
Crowson, described performing for
an audience as an "immediate gratification" of knowing that the audience is
laughing because he made them laugh.
"It's kinda creepy how well we work
together," Crowson.
In orcter for improv to work, a trust
and friendship needs to be visible

Joo Central

treat candy and let the fun and games
begin.
Campus Activities started Boo Cenby Jenn Kingshott
tral 13 years ago to create a
Staff reporter
fun, friendly place for the
kids in Ellensburg to enjoy
Ghosts, goblins and mad sciena safe Halloween with
tists? Oh my! The 13th annual
friends and family.
Boo Central is here! From 5"We are conscious
8 p.m., Monday Oct. 31, all
of students with famiCentral
Washington
lies and we
University students,
want them to
Ellensburg locals and
have somechi ldren are invitthing to do,"
ed to join the
Campus
campus
Activities
~!Lvjtw.s. qe~~~\.,tqn 1"111111&.,,.:...::r---"!!!.:,.,.,.,a.-__;:o,~.....=.._,,.~sc-o~tt~
the Samuelson Union Building. If you're not a little kid,
who cares? This is an excuse to let your
inner child out. Bring your best costume
and a sizeable bag for some trick-or-

Drummond said. "It is a fabulous
opportunity for kids of the community
and families to come to Central for fun,
energetic carnival games."
Central students and organizations

among the team. High Impact accomplish this by sitting in a circle and discussing what they could have done better. The players take turns expressing
their feelings about the performance
and they do not interrupt each other,
because they take each other very seriously.
"I like the fact that we discuss what
works and what doesn't," Kinne said.
Their passion for improv is very evident in just a simple 30-second game.
During their performances consist of
games audiences would recognize, but
they introduce their audiences to new
and creative forms of improv comedy.
They have begun to experiment with
a "long form" game in which they let
the audience participate by picking the
scene and words that create the improvised story that can last up to 45 minutes.
Not only do these seven individuals
have a special comedic talent, they also
share a passion for humanity.
For High Impact, it is not just about
comedy. They want to do their part to
help out some good people who are
very deserving of it.
-In an unfortunate situation like this,
Zertuche, can't wait to do his part
because he gets to make people laugh
by doing improv while donating all the
proceeds.
"I'm involved in trying to get students to get involved in a much larger
community." Welch said. "They should
feel good about giving back while
enjoying comedy."
For $3, people will get to enjoy a
fun night filled with laughter while
watching incredibly gifted actors perform improv. People will also have a
relaxing time, knowing that they just
helped out those most in need.
"I think that it's amazing," Harter
said. {fit's gonna have a high impact on
someone."
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S rKinutes with ...
Chris Casey
by Meghan Hanley
Staff reporter

Hurricane Katrina caused a huge
amount of damage in Louisiana and
other areas in the South. To do their
part, student-volunteers are heading
to the affected areas to complete a
total of 500 community service
hours between Dec. 11 and Jan. 1.
Deemed "The 500 Club/' these students are sacrificing their Christmas
vacations to help make a difference.
One of these students is Chris
Casey, senior marketing and human
resources major, and Associated Students of Central Washington University Board of Drrecton; Executive Vice
President. let's find out why Casey is
participating in this :tommunity setv•
ice project

Q: Do you have anx conn~ftons
with anyone Iivi ng in the af@et~d

areas?
...
A: I don't have any conn
·. Q: How many sfildentsare apal1 there ilt all. It's simply that
· of 11the 500 Club., . ·.·.
. . , Am~rlcan citizens so we're
. A: So far
nlfw 20 students helpt{iem. That's my connet
signed up and there will be tw-0
teams of ten. ,:.Tony {Aronica, ASCWU/BOO President] will lead
one team and rt~le~d one team.

we

Q:Wherewfl
A: The Re

ing and food
things so we1 tl e· stay'ing at one of
' their relief centers.:

Q: Why did you want to be a part
.of this program?
A: It's going to be a new experierrce. This affects our country/ and
that's one of the things r really focus
on. Th is happened to American citizens so I wanttofeod my help.

have become very involved in the event
by participating in creative activities for
the kids.
"We have kids
at the first week
of school asking
to be a part of
it," Drum- ·
mond said.
The kids
will follow a
path to each activity. There is a Iittle of everything to take pleasure in. Kids
can visit the spooky haunted

leave the SUB
tumes will be a part of the conwith
empty
cert. The orchestra members
I\\
hands,
will be playing music fit
because at the end
for the holiday in
/
' /\jl/, ; · \ ~
of the night everyone
those costumes startgets a bag of goodies and
ing at 7 p.m. on Oct.
\
,/'\ ~/ I
candy before they leave.
31 in the Concert Hall
Have some fun on Halloween
of the Music building.
with the kids and head to the
"We are very excited, we are every
SUB for some free candy and games.
year," said Jeff Lund, university orchestra assistant and KVYO Financial Director.
The auditorium seats 572 people,
last year there were so many people
they had to stand and even turn people

~~se ~-8~°c:,ar8fi%\R~cPgr~Wta~

bv K_;).tbruo-1 ,.Lo
Scene editor

There are also some fun games. Bring
home a caricature to remember the fun,
play a round of musical chairs at the
cake walk, craft a paper plane, visit the
Disney station or learn how to rope cattle with the rodeo club. No one will

Snow White, Yoda and James Lipton.
When can you find these indivisuals
all in the same room? At the Central
Washington University's Symphony
Orchestra Halloween concert. Cos-
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mately 650-700 attendants last year.
Because these concerts have been
extremely overcrowded in the past this
year tickets will be handed out in the
lobby starting at 6 p.m. The event is still
free; a ticket is just needed for admittance.
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Prestigious tilm festival comes to Central
·by Katie Murdoch
Staff reporter
Each year the American Museum of
Natural History (AMNH) in New York
City organizes the Margaret Mead Traveling Film & Video Festival. This prestigious film festival showcases the 40-50
best submitted documentaries and
independent films. Of that group, a
handful of the movies are sent to universities across the country. This year,
Central Washington University is one of
the chosen schools.
"These films represent exemplary
new work in the realm of cultural documentary," said Lene Pedersen, Central
· professor of visual anthropology and
festival coordinator, in an email.
The sponsors are presenting five of
those films this week. The films will
cover issues dealing with oppressed
women, radicals and their influence on
politics and multicultural marriage.
"I am extremely impressed with
them both in terms of the range and
depth of topics covered and in terms of
their filmic approaches to these subjects. Each and every one of them is an
engaging and thought-provoking viewing experience," Pedersen said.

The Diversity Education Center
(DEC) offers perspectives of people who
are marginalized in society. The purpose of this event is to shine a spotlight
on non-mainstream issues to which
people on campus wouldn't typically
be exposed. These films give people the
opportunity to make movies about their
lives without filters.
~ "Being able to tell your story is an
empowering process," said Djordje
Popovic, program coordinator for the
DEC. "Understanding other cultures
helps us expand all the possible ways
we can look at things and the vocabulary we use to understand the world
around us."
Mead learned to use film and video
as a documentary tool while observing
third world countries. She found documenting cultures and rituals allows
them to become permanent. Few
anthropologists before Mead filmed
what they saw.
"Margaret Mead was a pioneer in
the use of film in anthropology," Pedersen said. "She was passionate about
taking intellectual ideas beyond the
academy and out to the general pub Iic."
According to the Web site from the
AMNH, Mead worked in the anthropol-

ogy department at the museum. She
traveled to various places including the
South Pacific, New Guinea, Samoa and
Bali in her attempt to better understand
people through observation. Her trip to
the South Pacific led to writing the book
"Coming of Age in Samoa" which
became a best-seller.
Mead was also an activist who
raised awareness on social issues in
front of Congress and government funded agencies. Her efforts were guided by
her desire to live in a more humane and
socially responsible society.
Inspired by Mead's contributions to
the AMNH and the field of anthropology, the AMNH created this film festival
to honor her work. The festival has been
running since 1977.
The movie viewings begin at 7 p.m.
on Oct. 27 through Oct. 29 in Black
Hall 151. Admission is free.

From Afghanistan Unveiled

For more information about Margaret Mead and the annual film
festival visit: www.amnh.org and
www.cwu. edu/~diversity/.

Or contact Lene Pedersen, assistant
professor in the Department of Anthropology at 963-3211 or email her at:
pedersenl@cwu.edu.

Mvsterious 11auic dragon invades
the ca11pus with Peter Yarrow

Central educates
ca11pus about violence

by Carter Thomas
Staff reporter

by Rebecca Thornton
Staff Reporter

There are many mysteries one has as
a child that become more apparent in a
later and more refined age: why it's bad
to pee outside, why boys have nipples
and the entire song of "Puff the Magic
Dragon." While peeing outside still may
seem like a perfectly reasonable idea,
"Puff the Magic Dragon" takes on a
whole new meaning once a child hits
the ripe age of about 12 or sees "Meet
the Parents," whichever comes first.
Peter Yarrow, the writer of this classic thought-provoking song (as well as
many others while in the folk group
"Peter, Paul and Mary") will be appearing on the Central Washington University at 7 p.m. on Tuesday Nov. 1, in the
concert hall in the Music Building as
part of the Presidential Speaker Series.
Though known for his totally groovy
songwriting and singing ability, Yarrow

will be presenting himself not as a
musician, but as a speaker and promoter of goodwill with his program entitled
Operation Respect: Don't Laugh at Me.
"People have not realized what a
social activist he is as well," said Marian
Lien event coordinator.
In September 2000, Yarrow had a
life changing experience at a folk festival that led to the creation of the program.
"[Operation Respect] was created
out of him listening to a song called
'Don't Laugh at Me,"' Lien said. "He's
made that now his life profession."
Operation Respect is a program that
utilizes both music and video and is
aimed at school-aged children with the
hopes of teaching them to care for one
another while fighting through the
ridicule and cruelty that occurs among
each other.
"People don't realize he has a social
conscience," Lien said. "We're very

grateful that he's going to be here especially because we have such a large
education program."
The operation has varying material
for the select target groups: the second
to fifth graders, and the sixth to eighth
graders as well as after school and summer camp programs. Young fans of the
magic dragon will be bused in from
middle schools to learn how to care for
each other, but Yarrow's message is an
important one to the inner jerks of people everywhere.
"Particularly in our age, this time of
aggression and war, i think it's important to talk about compassion," Lien
said. "This speaks to each of us as
human beings. I would like this to
happen in our community."
For information and testimonials of
Operation Respect: Don't Laugh at Me
visit www.dontlaugh.org or to get the
full Presidential Speaker Series details .
visit www.cwu.edu/president!series.

College students have a lot of things
on their mind; one thing .being how to
keep safe while also keeping cool and
enjoying a fun extra-curricular activities one can have while in school-- dating.
One easy step students can take is
educating themselves this month with
events sponsored by the Empowerment
Center.
October is Domestic Violence
Awareness Month and in recognition of
that, the Empowerment Center is sponsoring the outreach program, "Dating
Violence: It can Happen to Anyone."
At 4 p.m. today in the Samuelson
Union Building's Chief Owhi Room,
Megan Schmidt of the Health and
Counseling Center will talk to students
about how to define dating violence,
how to identify what it is and how to

help yourself or others who have experienced it. There will be refreshments
provided.
"Even though domestic violence
affects so many people's lives, it's still
something not many talk about," said
Lindsay Jacobson, senior sociology
major and the student programmer for
the event. "It's really important to provide outlets for discussion."
The Empowerment Center is focusing on the week of Oct. 24-28 to bring
light to domestic violence issues.
"One of the E-center's focuses is violence prevention, domestic violence
can take many forms and we want people to be able to identify if it's happening to them," Jacobson said.
The Empowerment Center will also
be accepting donations of feminine
hygiene products to be donated to
ASPEN (Abuse Support Prevention Education Now) through the end of this
week.

1111rn ii~ 11; fi ti1I1111a1rn 11 a
NOV. 3-5 • 10 A.M.-3 P.M. • SUB
Outdoor Gear Swap
Buy &sell used winter gear &equipment.
Winter Sports Vendors
Product &service displays, giveaways, etc.

NOV. 17 • 7P.M. • CLUB CENTRAL, SUB
"Q the Birds" and "Paradox"
Two independent snowboard fllms from
The Summit at Snoqualmie.

NOV. 21 • 7P.M. • HERTZ HALL AUD.
Banff Mountain Film Festival
"Radical Reels" from this international
film festival.. $8 students, $10 general.

NOV. 30 • 7 P.M. • HERTZ HALL AUD.
Team Everest's Gary Guller
The leader of the largest cross-disabled
group to reach Mt. Everest base camp
shores his personal story of reaching the
great mountain's summit.
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For many Central Washington University professors their passion for
music expands beyond the classroom.
Mark Babbitt, Karen Gookin, Larry
Gookin, Hal Ott and Jeff Snedeker
devote much of their spare time to participating in the Yakima Symphony
Orchestra (YSO).
The YSO has been around since
1967. The members are made up of
musicians from Yakima and surrounding
communities.
For the last 20 years, Karen Gookin
has performed in the YSO. Gookin plays
flute and piccolo in the YSO and teaches English courses at Central. Gookin
said participating in the YSO is a big
part of her life.
"I've always played around in both
worlds," Gookin said.
Gookin said participating in the YSO
allows her to continue playing and
switch from words to music. Approximately one month prior to each concert
she receives her music to rehearse at
home.
The week of a concert requires a big
commitment, Gookin said. She commits to rehearsals Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday nights and Saturday
morning-- then performs Saturday night.
ln between practicing her music and
attending rehearsals and performances,
Gookin devotes herself to her students.

music education and conducting. The
YSO makes him practice so he can keep
playing.
"When you're younger, you're
attracted to music for the performing
part," Larry Gookin said.
Later on in his career, conducting
and teaching took priority.
Larry Gookin puts his priorities in
order between teaching and conducting. Then practices more towards concerts to be ready.
As an undergraduate, Larry Gookin
played in his first orchestra, The Missoula City Symphony in 1966.
Ten years later, he performed in an
orchestra in Eugene as ·a principle. In
1987, he joined the YSO.
.Jeff Snedeker plays first French horn
in the YSO. He's been a member since
1992. Before concerts, Snedeker speaks
to the audience and offers up the history of the pieces the orchestra is about to
play.
At Central, Snedeker is a professor
of horn instruments and teaches courses
in music history. He is a graduate coordinator, directs the brass choir and is in
charge of the horn ensemble for French
horns.
He also plays other brass instruments and historical instruments which
are ancestors of the horn.
Snedeker said being in the YSO

She is andassis~ant professor dteachhin.g
genera e ucat1on courses an tee nical writing.
Gookin's husband Larry Gookin
plays trombone in the YSO. Larry
Gookin is the director of bands and a
professor of conducting at Central. He
teaches marching band, wind ensemble

giveks hifm the .op p ~rtunity to play· great
war so c 1ass1ca 1terature.
"You get to play with people at a
good level of expertise -- it's kind of
special," Snedeker said.
Granted being in the YSO isn't a
social activity, it's still fun, pleasant and
the director is personable, Snedeker
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Larry Gookin, director of bands and professor of conducting, plays the
trombone in the Yakima Symphony Orchestra.
said.
Snedeker is rehearsing for upcoming
performances with the YSO at the end
of Oct?ber. Whendheh's fnhot teachhing, he
commits to two an a1 our re earsa 1s
before the performance. That length of
rehearsal is standard for the industry,
Snedeker said.
Snedeker has performed in orchestras since the fifth grade. He has participated in professional orchestras since

1981.
The YSO has a performance at 7:30
p.m. on Oct. 29 at Capitol Theater. The
performance will feature Van Cliburn
Medalist, Sa Chen. To purchase tickets,
call the Box Office at (509) 853-2787.
For more information on the YSO
and their upcoming performances
check out
their Web site at
www.yakimasymphony.org
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Wine - 1.500 different brands, including
the top 100 sellers

Cigarettes & tobacco - 1200 different
brands - Largest i'n Ellensburg
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The. Ultimate
Part-Time Job
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Donate blood-plasma and earn

$50
this week for two donations.
Your donation can help
burn victims, surgery patients,
hemophiliacs & many others.
Spend your donation time
watching television or
chatting with our staff.

HAPPY'S
MARKET

Panasonic®
Pioneer
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Yakima
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THE OBSERVER STAFF WOULD
LIKE TO CONGRATULATE COACH
ANDAYA ON THE NEW ADDITION
TO THE FAMILY. HIS SON, DARIUS
JAMES, WAS BORN OCT.

17.

Observer

CRYSTAL AMES, LEADS BY
EXAMPLE

WHO IS THE BEST COLLEGE TEAM IN
THE LANO? FACE OFF
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PAGE15
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Wildcats pummel GNAC foe at Homecoming
by Teddy Feinberg
Asst. sports editor

The Central Washington University
Wildcats will be leaving the Great
Northwest Athletic Conference after this
season. For their divisional rivals, their
departure can't come soon enough .
The Wildcats pulverized the Western Oregon Wolves 61-33 at Homecoming, Saturday. Along the way, Central set school records for points in a
half with 55 as well as points scored in
a quarter by putting up 31 in the second. This is the fourth straight week the
Wildcats have routed a GNAC oppQnent.
In that span, Central has
outscored the opposition 176-74.
"We put up 61 points. We were a
lot sharper on offense," head coach
John Zamberlin said. "I don't think I've
been involved in a game where we've
had that many points in the first half."
The biggest sequence in the game
came early in the second quarter with
the Wolves in possession, trailing 2813 . Western Oregon quarterback Ryan
Thorson took a three step drop and fired
an out pass towards the right sideline.
Central cornerback Brandon Kennedy
stepped in front of the intended receiver, picked the ball off and returned it 36
yards for a touchdown. Kennedy's run
was exceptional. He scampered down
the sidelines, weaved his way through
traffic to get to the endzone, breaking
tackles and eluding Wolves' players
who desperately tried to bring him
threat to the Wildcats. Still the game
down.
"Brandon Kennedy stepped up huge started out mildly competitive. On
for us," safety J.R. Jamerson said. Central's first drive, quarterback Mike
"We're scoring lots of points on defense Reilly methodically moved the ball up
to midfield. On first down, he looked
this year."
Central's defense wasn't done either. right, pumped and fired left to a streakThe Wolves barely had time to catch ing Nate Brookreson down the sideline.
their breath when, on the next posses- Reilly hit Brookreson in stride as there
sion, linebacker Chris Burch blitzed wasn't a Western Oregon defender
Thorson, laying a bone-crunching hit on within 15 yards of the receiver. Wolves
the quarterback which jarred the ball starting quarterback, Ryan Thorson
loose. Josh Chance scooped it up at the answered with a four play, 79 yard drive
Western Oregon twelve-yard line and of his own. It was capped by an 18 yard
rumbled into the endzone. The follow- touchdown strike to six-foot-seveninch, 255 pound tight
ing possession it
was backup quarter- iiii~Blitil~~-..~ end, Kevin Boss.
After both teams
back Mark Thorson l
exchanged punts Reilwho was picked off
ly found himself on
as well by Kennedy
the Western Oregon
who returned the
40-yard line. There,
interception
for
on third down, he flutanother score, this
tered a screen pass
time 30 yards. With
right to Brian Potucek.
pandemonium
Potucek caught the
breaking out at
ball, darted his way
Tomlinson Field the
into the middle of the
Wildcats saw their
field
and
sliced
defense score 21
points in a little over a minute. That, through the entire Wolves secondary for
coupled with a Nate Brookreson touch- a nifty touchdown run. A Western Oredown reception before the defensive gon fumble on the ensuing kickoff led
barrage put the Wildcats in the record to Reilly hitting tight end Keith Schmidt
books. The 27 points put up in the one from a yard out, giving the Wildcats a
minute and 19 second span was an 14 point edge.
Still, Western Oregon would not go
NCAA record. It also took a close game
away. A couple Thorson passes led to
and made it a blowout.
"That was definitely a turning him finding Boss for another touchpoint," Kennedy said. "To put up 21 down, this time from 43 yards out. On
points right there really opened the the play Boss caught a seven yard dump
off at the right hash, trampled several
game up."
Zamberlin said that, although inex- would-be tacklers and chugged the rest
perienced on the collegiate level, it's of the way, untouched for the score.
Still, Western Oregon had no
imperative that his young secondary
answer for the Central's passing attack
steps up as the schedule winds down.
"They make plays out there," said as Reilly hit Brookreson for a three yard
Zamberlin. "They had to develop this

Michael Bennett/ Observer
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State, the
Wolves didn't seem to pose much of a
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Top: Wildcats make a grand
entrance into their Homecoming
game against Western Oregon.
Central won 61-33.
Middle: Linebacker Chris Burch
sacks quarterback Ryan Thorson.
The sack forced a fumble which
was returned for a touchdown by
Josh Chance. The Wildcats set an
NCAA record by scoring 27 points
in a one minute and nineteen second span.
Right: Cornerback Brandon
Kennedy breaks numerous tackles
to return an interception for a
touchdown. Just over a minute
after the score, lightning struck
twice, as Kennedy intercepted a
pass and returned it 30 yards for
another touchdown.
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The weekly face-off
Who deserves to be number one?
teams in the nation. Week
In this debate it's really no contest
after week they continue to
who should be the number one
crush opponents with their
ranked team in the nation for college
football. Two consecutive national
high powered offense, which
has proven to be the most
titles with a 29 game winning streak
to go along with it. Just a couple reapotent in the country and
until someone steps up and
sons why the University of Southern
beats them, there should be
California is the most elite team in the
nation and it's unquestionable.
no reason for them to be
removed from the number
Last year's Heisman Trophy winner, Matt Leinart returns as the center
one spot on any major rankScott Parrish
ing list.
of the offense. His supporting cast
includes All-American running back
Staff reporter
The University ofTexas,
Reggie Bush and star receiver Dwayne
this year's team to upset the
Trojans, is a very formidable
Jarrett.
foe.
Also, backup running back Lendale White
has proven that he's more than deserving of
But the same things were said last year of
the Sooners, the game was even expected to be
playing time and would probably start for most
one of the greatest National Title games of all
teams in the nation.
Last year's stomping of Oklahoma Universi- time and look how that game turned out. The
Longhorns are probably a more worthy oppoty 55-19 in the Orange Bowl should have all
nent than last year's Oklahoma team. Led by
those who believe that the Trojans should be
sensational quarterback Vince Young, Texas
anywhere but at the top of the rankings thinkcould be the team to beat the Trojans but like
ing twice.
everyone else, they still haven't, which is why
I do realize that this year's team is different
the Trojans deserve to stay at the top of all rankand maybe even less talented than the Trojans
of 2004 but they still outmatch all the other
ings.

Vs

For the first time in nearly two
years the University of Southern
California Trojans aren't on top of
the BCS rankings edged by the Texas
Longhorns by the narrowest margin
in the eight-year history of the Bowl
• Championship Series, .9763 to

three of their final four games on
the road. They have the potential
for some very high-scoring
games that would be a plus for
their rankings.
Comparing stats between the
two teams is somewhat futile
.9756.
since no combination of players
USC is still the top team in the
in the NCAA can really compare
USA Today and Harris Interactive
to the trifecta of quarterback
polls butTexas is first place in five of
Matt Leinart and tailbacks RegFrank Stanley
the six computer polls. USC placed
gie Bush and Len Dale White of
second in three polls, first in one
Staff reporter
USC.
poll and fourth in the last two polls
Something thatTexas can be
proud of is their quarterback.
putting a big dent in their overall
Texas quarterback Vince Young has a better
ranking.
One final factor in the computer polls is the
completion percentage, average yards per
overall strength of a team's schedule. USC is
attempt, passer rating and more total touchcurrently in a decent-sized hole playing fairly
downs.
The biggest difference between Young and
poor against Arizona State and Oregon and
Leinart is his ability to run the ball; he has aververy narrowly defeating Notre Dame (though I
think they still lost- PAY ATIENTION, REF!
aged 65 yards a game so far, with six rushing
Bush pushed Leinart for the touchdown!).
touchdowns.
Texas has a somewhat easier schedule that
These two will battle it out for the National
would normally hold them down in increasing
Championship at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena.
their lead in the polls. There's one factor that
Leinart against Young, Bush against Charles,
man, I can't wait to see how it all ends up.
could definitely help them out: they're playing

Teddv's.week eight tantasv locus
Alright, first things first. I don't want
people thinking I'm a know-it-all when
it comes down to fantasy football. Last
year, I had four teams and only one
qualified for the playoffs. That's poor.
Things are looking better this year.
Well, slightly better. I have one team
that is a solid 5-2. I have another that's
a miserable 2-5. And my third is an
incredibly average 4-3. But hey,
mediocre is better than miserable. You
don't have to listen to my advice. I
would never expect anyone to tailor
their teams after mine. But if your looking for a pointer going into this weekends games, you can check out my column and see if you agree.

Teddy Feinberg
Asst.
sports editor

Worth a look
Tony Fisher

Fisher's an intriguing pick, especially to those who need running back
help. Ahman Green went down with a
knee injury last week in Minnesota.
Enter Fisher. He's somewhat of an
unknown quantity. In 2002 he rushed
for 90 yards on two occasions but that
happened a while ago. Will he produce in Green Bay? Pick him up and
find out. Green was having a poor year
anyway as he failed to rush for over sixty yards in a single game with no td's.
Travis Henry

Brittle Chris Brown came out of the

Titans, Cardinals game last weekend
with a shoulder stinger. His status for
this weekend's game is still uncertain.
Good thing for the Titans that Henry
returns from suspension. Even better
for Henry is that he faces a porous
Raider run defense. If Brown can't go,
look for Henry to get carries, yards and
a touchdown.
Doug Gabriel

Gabriel's a genetic freak with size,
speed and massive hands that swallow
footballs. Now he's seeing the field as
Jerry Porter continues to struggle playing opposite Randy Moss. Gabriel
lacks consistency and goes through
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We will resume normal business hours
on Monday_ November 14th_
Phone lines open at 7:30

Health Servkes Business Hours:
Mon. \>!led, Fri; Sam - 5pm Tues~ Thurs: B am- 7pm
Sat: 9am..-1· m

2 locations
Ellensburg and Kittitas
All Haircuts $10

OpenM-F
9:3Qam-5pm

No Appointment Necessary

"Comeanl(jriif!"
llensburg (509) 962-4979
20 4th Ave

Kittitas (509) 968-497
219 N Main St.

Honorable mention

Marion Barber will get the nod if
Julius Jones is still out. Az Hakim has
been solid since Joe Horn has gone
down.
Heath Mi lier has become a target in
the Steelers passing game. Keep an eye
on Jags running back Greg Jones if Fred
Taylor gets banged around. Good luck
in this weekend's games.
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Health Services win also be dosed on
Saturday., November 12th.

lapses in concentration. Regardless,
he's up against a poor Titans secondary
that will be falling all over each other in
an attempt to cover Moss. Wi 11 they
forget about Gabriel? Kerry Collins
won't.

SKI:
.

•Instructor Season's Pass
•Instructor In Season Training
•Staff Accommodations
.•Great Way to Meet New People
•Mid\veek and Weekend Schedules
Available
•Located at Summit Central on
Snoqualmie Pass

Webbski is looking for additi5nalb~l,ri and snowboard
instructors for the upcoming seasPri~~J:iave an
excellent training program starting"<mNO~r 20th
to get you ready for teaching...a great Way tp a.it&d ,
skiing orriding on a college budget
Drop by our booth at Winterfest '05 Today!
Visit our website at www.webbski.com
Call us toda at 800--473-6157 or e-mail us at: webbOl@comcast.com
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Wildcats topple Redhawks tor GNAC lead
by Kelsey Giffin
Staff reporter

The Central Washington University
volleyball team has done it again.
Twice. The Wildcats beat Seattle University (13-10, 11-2 GNAC) on Thursday 30-23, 30-19, 30-27 and Saint Martin's University last Saturday 30-26, 3011, 30-24.
If the Wildcats (17-3, 11-1 GNAC)
were seeking revenge against the Seattle Redhawks, they got it and more. Not
only did they avenge their only conference loss of the season which came
against Seattle, but the win also moved
Central back into first place, one-half
match ahead of Seattle and Seattle
Pacific.
Redshirt freshman Morgan Zamora
made her second start of the season and
had a huge game. She recorded nine
kills_and seven blocks. Through the first
two games she had an impressive .467
hitting percentage.
Senior middle blocker LeAnne
McGahuey had a team-high 11 kills for
Central and senior outside hitter Crystal
Ames finished with 10 kills and 15 digs.
Central out blocked Seattle 12-2.
"There was excellent team effort,"
head coach Mario Andaya said. "We
had a sol i.d game plan that came
through due to each member doing
their part. Each match is crucial for us to
win, but this was a little more special
since they beat us earlier."
On Oct. 22, Central traveled to
Lacey to play Saint Martin's. They swept
the Saints (1-18, 1-12) in three games,
winning 30-26, 30-11 and 30-24.
Everyone in a Wildcat uniform made
it onto the court and contributed to the
win. McGahuey had 14 kills and five
blocks to lead Central. Ames added
eight kills and senior libero Darcy
Scheidt had a team-:high 12 digs. Central had a .358 hitting percentage.
The Wildcats hit the road this week
to play Northwest Nazarene (8-13, 6-7
GNAC) on Thursday and will take on
Seattle Pacific (1 7-5, 11-2 GNAC) on
Saturday. Central swept both teams in
their previous meetings. ·

Top: LeAnne McGahuey and
Kristin Pasley blocking a shot
Right: Ericka Stevens sets up her
teammates. The Wildcats beat
Seattle University and Saint Martin's University this past week to
move into first place in the GNAC.

Photos by Michael Bennett/ Observer
"We need to grind out the rest of the
season and make sure we play solid
volleyball ·each day," coach Andaya
said. "It's a tight race, but we know
that
each
match
from here on out brings us closer to the
conference title."
The next home game for the Wildcats is Thursday, Nov. 3, when Western
Oregon (8-12, 6-6 GNAC) comes to
town.

Central athlete spotlight: senior crvstal Ames
ing moment on the court?
A: Last year a girl on the Western
Oregon's team served a ball and we all
thought it was going out- everyone on
the court and the bench was saying
"out," but it curved back in and hit me
in the face.

Crystal
Ames ·
Senior cocaptain

by Kelsey Giffin
Staff reporter
I

Crystal Ames is a senior from
Shoreline, Wash. She graduated from
Shorecrest High School in 2000 and
attended Hawaii Pacific University for
her first year of college before transferring to Central Washington University.
Ames is majoring in sociology and elementary education. She is a co-captain
of Central's volleyball team. Let's meet
Crystal ...
Q: When did you start playing volleyball?
A: In seventh grade. I played for my
middle school team.

Q: What was your most embarrass-

Q: What is your favorite volleyball
memory?
A: Winning the national championship my freshman year at Hawaii
Pacific.
Q: What will you miss most when
the season is over?
A: Seeing my best friends everyday.

Q: What are your future plans?
A: I'm going to California this summer to play volleyball . Next year I'm
going to coach at Central and eventually I want to be a head coach at a college.

Coach Andaya on Crystal:
Crystal is a gifted player who brings
a lot to our team. She has a great passion for the game, which has enabled
her to excel in the learning process
and ski 11 development.
Teammate Kristin Pasley on Crystal:
Crystal is an awesome player. She's
one of the smartest and talented players. She's also a really good friend and
a sweet person.

Michael Bennett/ Observer

Senior Crystal Ames returns a shot from the Seattle Redhawks. Ames is a co-captain in her final year at Central.
Ames leads the Wildcats with 289 kills this season and averages just over four per-game. She's also second on
the team with 327 points on the year and leads all Wildcat players with 259 digs. The Wildcats lead the GNAC
with a 17-3 overall record along with a 11-1 mark in the conference.

I
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.:Weekend split in seniors last home uame
by Paul Boutte
Staff reporter

The Central Washington University's
women's soccer team came o,ut on fire
last Friday against the Humboldt State
lumberjacks winning 1-0.
The Wildcats dominated the Lumberjacks most of the first half thanks to
skillful passing and ball control. Central
had many scoring chances; they held
the shot advantage against the lumberjacks 14-4.
The only goal came at minute 17
courtesy of senior defender Ashley Nelson . Central capitalized on a direct kick
just outside the penalty box, the shot
missed, but Nelson took the ricochet
and sent it into the net.
The Wildcats seemed to tire in the
second half as they struggled to keep up
the intensity that ruled the first. The
lead would hold because of Central's
smothering defense; that literally
pushed the Lumberjacks around, costing them a few fouls.
The Lumberjacks frustration got
them into foul trouble.
Central's Meghan Michaud earned
three saves that produced the fifth

shutout for the Wildcats this season.
Last Sunday the women's soccer
team tangled with Western Oregon.
The winner would emerge in sole possession of fourth place in the Great
Northwest Athletic Conference. The
Wildcats were hoping to split the season series with the Wolves, who edged
Central 1-0 last month.
The game turned out the same on
the scoreboard. The only goal came at
the 65 minute mark from Western Oregon's Amy Weberg; she scored on a
one-on-one play against Meghan
Michaud. However Weberg paid for
the score, she left the game after she
collided with Michaud. Central's keeper gave up one goal and had three
saves.
"It was a really physical game on
both sides," said Arica Slawson junior
midfielder."
There were 21 fouls and two yellow
cards issued in the match. Arica Slawson received a yellow card in the second half for a run in with a Western
Oregon player.
"The referee wasn't making the right
calls," Slawson said. "She grabbed me
and I fell down."

Michael Bennett/ Observer

Andrea Archer dribbles around the opposition during the Wildcats last
homestand of the year this past weekend.

Although Central lost 1-0, they outplayed the Wolves in the box score. The
Wildcats had more shots on goal than
their opponent holding a 14-6 advantage. They had eight corner kicks, while
the wolves had none.

On another down note the team
said goodbye to five athletes, it was
their final home game: Jamie Bankston,
Chelsea Beck, Kelly Quinn, Ashley Nelson, and Ashley Rountree.

Football: Wildcats face Western on road
<111111

continued from 12

touchdown to open up the second. The play was
set up by a pass interference.penalty on Wolves'
cornerback Nick Smith and a nice 11-yard run by
Will Bennett that put the Wildcats inside the three.
"The offense lit it up the scoreboard early and
the defense did the rest," Reilly said.
Potucek and Brookreson both topped 100
yards receiving for the Wildcats. Brookreson had
three touchdowns giving him six in two games versus the Wolves this season. Central intercepted the
Wolves five times. Kennedy and Jamerson each
had two and senior Josiah Wilfong tallied one late
in the fourth. The Wildcats also forced three fumbles. Reilly threw for 320 yards, five touchdowns
and no interceptions. He now has 26 scoring
strikes on the year placing him third on the all:tirne single season list for Wildcat passers. Cincinnati Bengals backup and former Central star John
Kitna holds the top two marks with 29 in 1993 and
an astounding 42 in 1995.
"Getting Brian and Nate over 100 yards was
·awesome," Zamberlin said. "Landon punched one .
in, Josiah had a pick. It was awesome for the seniors."
TheWildcats had five fumbles, losing three of
them. The Thorson brothers combined for 263
yards. Boss had seven grabs for 100 yards and
three touchdowns. Mark Thorson was the Wolves

leading rusher with 72 yards on 8 carries. The other three backs Michael Ramirez, Kyle Beck and
James Watts carried the ball 14 times for 29 yards.
A tough task faces the Wildcats this upcoming
Saturday as they travel to Bellingham to take on
the Western Washington Vikings. Since losing to
the Wildcats by 20 points two weeks ago Western
has reeled off a two game winning streak and has
improved to 4-4 on the year. The game promises
to be a dog fight for the Wildcats as they travel to a
hostile environment where they will be facing the
Vikings who are seeking revenge fqr their ~Battle in
Seattle loss.

Seasonal Driver He~pers
• Earn Sa.75/hr
• Willing to work outdoors
• Have access to a phone
• Must be at least 18 years old
• Able to lift up to 70 lbs.
• No driving required
• Daytime hours
• Uniforms will be provided
Wo~k

through December 24th
· in your hometown!

UPS will be on campus:
Tues, 11/8 & Wed, 11/9
From 9am-3:30pm
Student Union Building, 2nd floor
Or apply online at:

www.upsjobs.com
$600 Group Fundraiser Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS our free (yes, free) fundraising programs EQUALS
$1000-$3000 in earnings for your group. Call TODAY for up to $600 in bonuses when you
schedule your fund-raiser with CampusFundraiser. Contact CampusFundraiser, (888)9233238 or visit www.campusfundraiser:com

Sign-up sheets are also available
for an appointment for an interview.
Student Employment Barge #103

OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS
GUITAR LESSONS BY CASEY
MOORE Guitar lessons for beginners of all ages, contact Casey at:
425-221-8437 or email at
casey.guitarlessons@gmail.com
ARE YOU STILL LOOKING
for a place to live? Bedroom in a
newly remodeled house for rent.
Come live with three fun and
responsible people for $300/month
plus utilities. Call 253-468-3474.

FOR SALE: Two Chevy Corsicas '88 & '89. Both run
well. $750 each, OBO! Evan
925-2646

BMX BIKE FOR SALE. Jamie
Bestwick Model. Gray & chrome
with foot pegs front and back. Three
years old, hardly used, paid $400
new. $175 obo. Call 509-306-0019
leave message.

1981 BEAVER, FULL SIZE
CAB-OVER CAMPER. Perfect
for hunting and fishing season.
Must sell, no place to store.
$225 obo. call Matt @ 360-9107222.

BLACK KONA MOUNTAIN
Bll{E for sale. Just tuned
and inspected. Saint Crank,
Azonic Head, Marzocci Flight
100 shocks, XT components
Panaracer tires, much more.
$650 obo. Henri 206-962-1619

1988 BRONCO II XLT 5sp, 4x4,
new clutch, new tires, 97K. Only
$1500! Noel at (509)963-8273

SUNLIGHT DRUM 7 PC
DRUM SET, pedestal seat.
Well taken care, perfect for a
ALMOST ON CAMPUS. Room
beginner or someone who is
for rent. $300 & 1/2 Utilities.
. . looking to. getinto drumming.
vote_socialist@hottnail.com
$350 obo. Henri 206-962-1619

HELP WANTED! All positions at
Starlight Resort at Lake Cle Elum.
Call 509-649-2222
WANT TO TAKE OFF OR
STOP THAT FRES~AN 15?
I Offer Certified Personal Training, With three certifications
(ISSA,APEX,ACE) EMAIL
Cowlesd@cwu.edu to set up free
Consultation. On Campus, The
Gym or Hans ·oka.y

FREE FOR CENTRAL STUDENTS!
Send your ad to pagec@cwu.edu Include your
stud~nt n~mber.

For you non-students, ads cost $4 for the first 1.5.
words and 20 cents a word after that!
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ROTC RISES TO
THE CHALLENGE

Top: Members of
Central's.open
competition team were
required to race cross the
Ganges and attach one
rope onto two trees. After
this they helped each
other on the rope and
shimmied across.
Middle: The University of
Washington's team
involved in the grenade
obstacle coµrse,
consisting of three
targets (one open, one in a
bunker, and the third
fortified). They were
scored on both time and
accuracy.
Bottom Right: Eastern
Washington
University and Central
compete in the last of
three round-robin events,
MI6

disassembly/reassembly.
For coverage of the event,
see tfie corresponding
story on page 8
Photos by Pat Lewis/ Observer

